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Edwin Watts Golf Shop 

"Everything for the Golfer"

If you are looking for a custom club, you can get a fitting in the back of the

shop. If you are looking for an off the rack club, hundreds of sizes and

styles are available. Try out a new putter on the three-hole putting green

inside the shop. Snoopy Junior Golf sets are available for children. For

those looking to dress for the country club set, a large selection of men's

and women's apparel is displayed on easy to reach racks. Other items

include college sports collectibles and framed golfing memorabilia.

 +1 901 767 1244  4625 Poplar Avenue, Memphis TN
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Outdoors Inc. 

"From Skis to Canoes"

Even though Memphis is flat and surrounded by cotton fields, this haven

for outdoors enthusiasts can fit you with snow skis and a snowsuit. Every

nook and cranny is filled with all the equipment and toys for outdoor

adventures. From D-rings for rappelling to backpacks to canoes, Outdoors

Inc. has it all. The parking lot in front is small and crowded, but there are

often additional spaces behind the store.

 +1 901 767 6790  customerservice@outdoorsinc.com  5245 Poplar Avenue, Memphis TN
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Bikes Plus 

"Jam Packed with Bikes and Accessories"

Bikes Plus is packed with all things related to biking. Street cruisers are

displayed next to mountain bikes. These share space with little pink

bicycles with baskets and streamers. Additionally, you will find unicycles,

in-line scooters, folding bikes for travelers and more. If you are a cyclist

with a small child, you will find trailers to bring them along while you ride.

Clothing and accessories are also on offer. Helmets, bicycle pants and

tops in many styles can be found. And if you need your bike fixed, the

repair shop stocks a large selection of parts.

 +1 901 385 8788  www.bikesplus.net  bikespls@bellsouth.net  7780 Highway 64, At Stage

Road, Bartlett TN
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